“…Thank you all for a superbly organized conference. I
learned a lot from all the speakers, and I will be working
on the leads and connections made for a long time to
come. … have started discussions with four of the
companies that were there…”
(Mazen Salhi, Managing Dir, Rosetta Engineering
Limited, Masdar City, Abu Dhabi)

“…I am extremely pleased that our CEEC group and
CGEF have started collaboration… an opportunity to talk
to some 160 participants from 90 companies doing
business in Central Europe and the Caspian who attend
our meetings… I sincerely hope that we can continue
and further develop our successful collaboration in the
future….”
( Dr. Helena Dobrova , Chairman CEEC Scout Group
Executive Committee )

“Thanks again for a terrific couple days at CGEF. I really
enjoyed the presentations and it will help our company
moving forward.” (Steve Adams, ToyoPunps)

“…wanted to express my appreciation for your
leadership. The CGEF was remarkably well organized
and so fast moving. I made a number of contacts but
more importantly it stimulated idea flow. …”
( Todd Knight, President, OilFinders Inc.)

“…. Great value for the money …. Great networking
opportunities or time for further follow up with
speakers with the daily cocktail receptions, lunch hours
and coffee breaks. Choices for breakfast & lunch food
were awesome.”
( Tina Donkers, Geologist, Calgary )

“I would like to thank CGEF for the immense support
provided to the Alberta companies in the Oil & Gas
sector…. When CGEF was created … it filled a large void
and I know that CGEF is extremely appreciated by all
stakeholders, participating in your annual conference
and your numerous activities at GPS that have enabled
many companies to successfully do business abroad….I
am looking forward to continuing our excellent
partnership.”
( Laurent Auger, Sr. Director Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade )

“…We enjoyed participating from CGEF conference and
we are proud of having the opportunity to sponsor the
event. We look forward to a long and fruitful
relationship between CGEF and our firm…”
( Hugo Martelli, Martelli, Abogados, Buenos Aires )

“…We honestly found this show to be a great success
for us and a great way for us to showcase our products
to a wide audience and more importantly to a high
calibre of people.”( JM, Calgary)

“ It was a pleasure to be part of the conference. Thank
you for organizing this great event and for bringing
together such a high quality group of people…”
( Calin Dragoie, Chinook Consultants )

“I would like to express my most sincere gratitude for
your kind invitation to be a Speaker at the event “Doing
Business in Mexico” on April 14. This was a very
important opportunity to share valuable information
about Mexico and the opportunities it offers in the
energy Sector… The event was a big success and we
appreciate your efforts in coordinating it and obtaining
such a positive response. I hope we can continue to
collaborate in the future.”
( Cecilia Villanueva Bracho, Consul of Mexico )

